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Dear Members of the Defense and Security Community:
This is our sixth PASCC electronic newsletter. Although the PASCC project has now
formally transitioned from the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) to the U.S. Air Force
Academy (USAFA), NPS will continue to release findings from performers funded
under FY15 and FY16 grants. This issue highlights work from the Brookings
Institution, Stanford University, Arizona State University, and the National Bureau of
Asian Research (NBR). 
The Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) for FY18 PASCC funding will be posted
shortly on Grants.gov. If you have questions about PASCC, the BAA, or the
application process, please email the Institute for National Security Studies at the
USAFA at 10CONS.PASCC@us.af.mil. 
James Clay Moltz
Naval Postgraduate School
PASCC News and Events
FY17 Research in Progress (RIP) Summaries Available
Click below to view the complete list of PASCC projects selected and funded in FY17.
New Reports by PASCC Performers
Click Here to View the List of FY17 PASCC Projects
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The Strategic Chain: Linking Pakistan, India, China, and
the United States
Considerable policy analysis has been devoted to
bilateral strategic relationships between Pakistan and
India, India and China, and China and the United
States. But the strategic dynamics among these four
nuclear powers cannot be understood or effectively
addressed on a strictly bilateral basis. While Pakistan
responds strategically to India, India responds both to
Pakistan and China, which in turn responds both to
India and the United States.
In this report, Robert Einhorn and W.P.S. Sidhu (The Brookings Institution) identify policies and
measures that could promote stability and reduce incentives for arms build-ups between key
protagonists, among these four nuclear powers more generally, and even globally, while also
contributing to a better understanding of the various strategic interconnections among these four
nuclear-armed powers.  
Structuring Cooperative Nuclear Risk Reduction Initiatives
with China
The growing threats of nuclear terrorism and
proliferation in Asia have made engagement with
China a critical element of efforts to reduce global
nuclear dangers. Through this project, Larry Brandt,
Jason Reinhardt, and Siegfried Hecker (Stanford
University) engaged several Chinese nuclear
organizations in cooperative research that focused on
using systems and risk analysis tools to develop
potential responses to radiological and nuclear
terrorism. The objective was to identify joint research
initiatives to reduce the global dangers of these threats and to pursue initial technical collaborations
in several high priority areas: 1) detection and interdiction of smuggled nuclear materials; 2) nuclear
forensics; and 3) radiological (dirty bomb) threats and countermeasures. The report advocates
greater clarity in U.S. deterrence and reassurance policies going forward. 
Download Report
Download Report
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Middle East Chemical Weapons Task Force: Overview and
Recommendations from Track II Technical Discussions on
Next Steps Towards a Middle East Free of Chemical
Weapons 
The aspirational goal of establishing the Middle East
as a region free of chemical weapons is shared in
principle by most governments in the region.
However, the Organization for the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons (OPCW) has reported that many
countries in the region which are parties to the
Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) have yet to
adopt the national laws and regulations necessary to
implement their CWC obligations. Orde Kittrie
(Arizona State University) assembled a Track 2 Middle East Chemical Weapons Task Force (Task
Force) comprised of policy and technical experts from ten countries in the Middle East to discuss
chemical weapons acquisition and use in the region and to identify next steps to more effectively
address this threat. The Task Force reached agreement on this joint statement and on a list of 47
different potential regional capacity building and other cooperative steps to prevent, detect, and
respond to chemical weapons acquisition and use in the region. 
Space, Cyberspace, and Strategic Stability in the Asia-
Pacific
The National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR)
convened a series of workshops on the implications of
changing dynamics in space and cyberspace
for strategic stability in the Asia-Pacific, bringing
together regional experts to discuss these issues in a
multilateral dialogue. Developments in two of the
most important and novel domains, space and
cyberspace, are changing the way states in the Asia-
Pacific region understand strategic problems, with
important consequences for both nuclear and cross-domain stability. 
Download Report
Download Report
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The Project on Advanced Systems and Concepts for Countering WMD (PASCC) supports research activities that
benefit the public through analysis and engagement to reduce and counter the threats posed by WMD/WME.
PASCC is sponsored by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency's Joint Directorate of Strategy, Plans and
Resources. In FY17, PASCC moved to the Institute for National Security Studies at the U.S. Air Force Academy.
PASCC was previously located at the Naval Postgraduate School's Department of National Security Affairs.
Our mailing address is:
Project on Advanced Systems and Concepts for Countering WMD (PASCC)
Naval Postgraduate School
1411 Cunningham Rd., Bldg 302, Rm. 339
Monterey, CA 93943
Add us to your address book
You are receiving this email because we believe you may be interested in PASCC research and activities or because
you requested to join our mailing list.
You may update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list at any time.
If you received this email from a colleague and would like to join our mailing list, please email us at pascc@nps.edu
or visit our website at http://my.nps.edu/web/ccc/pascc.
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